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In addition to V-S and S-V word order, O-V and V-O word order
also occur in BA. In this chapter the grammatical relation be-
tween V and O is scrutinised and it will be shown how V move-

ment in BA can serve to explain the V-O and O-V word order (in sen-
tences lacking overt S’s).

The S is non-overtly present in V-O and O-V word order as a
direct result of BA’s being an NS (Null Subject) language (Naudé
1993: 22). The overt inflectional features of the V are directly res-
ponsible for the incidence of NNS (Non Null Subject) and NS in
which the overt/non-overt presence of an NP as S plays a vital part.

In BA, non-overt subjects are used only with Perfect and Imper-
fect word forms. For example (1) and (2) are used as NS verb forms
and (3) as an NNS verb form:

NS verb forms
Perfect
(Dan 2:7) tWny:n“t /n[} (1)
`anow - tinejânût
they answered (third person masculine plural) - second time
“They answered a second time”.
Imperfect
(Dan 2:9) ynN"@[ud]/ht] al; (2)
lâ´ - tehowde`unnanij
not - you make known (second person masculine plural) - me

4

Verb-Object (V-O) and Object-
Verb (O-V) relations
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“You do not make known to me”.
NNS-verb form
Time form
(Dan 3:25) hzj; hn:a} (3)
´anâh - xâzeh
I - see
“...I see...”.
(hzj… (xâzeh) with a non-overt subject would be ungrammatical).
In the grammatical relation V-O and O-V the V is transitive and

may select an NP (4), a PP (5) or a sentence (6):
(Ezra 4:12) Wfyjy" aY:V'auw“ (4)
we´ussajjâ´ - jaxijthû
and the foundations - they are restoring
“...and they are restoring the foundations...”.
(Dan 2:24) db/hT]Ala' lb,b; ymyKj'l] (5)
lexakkijmej1 - bâbêl - ´al - tehowbed
the wise men of - Babel - not - you execute
“Do not execute the wise men of Babel”.
(Ezra 4:15) ad;r;m… ay:r]q Jd; at;y“r]q y°D [Dæn“tw“ (6)
wetinda` - dij - qirjetâ´ - dâk - qirjâ´ - mârâdâ´
and you will find - that - the city - that - the city - the rebellious
“And you will find that this city is a rebellious city”.
In this chapter, various sentences with transitive V’s (without an

overt S) will be examined, revealing both V-O and O-V word orders.
The grammatical relation of O in BA will be examined in order to
determine its morphological features. This is necessary because the
hypothesis that V movement may explain the different word orders
in BA hinges on the morphological features of the grammatical rela-
tions. The derivation of NP movement in relation to AgrO in MP
must first be explained.

^̂

1 l (le) is also employed in BA to indicate a direct object.
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2 Chapter 2 (2.3.2) provides a more complete exposition of the two Agr-positions.
3 Cf Bennis (1995: 180) for a complete exposition of feature licensing on LF and

PF.
4 Examples (8)-(13) recapitulate the data featuring in chapter 3.

4.1 Noun movement in MP
Taking into account the NP movement in MP mentioned in 3.4, an
extension thereof involving O is suggested here. N’s are taken from
the lexicon with all their morphological features including case and
f-features. The morphological features have to be licensed in the
available positions in the functional domain, in this instance Spec-
AgrO (Chomsky 1992:41). Chomsky (1992) points out that no dif-
ference exists between the types of features found in these two Agr-
positions.2

In the licensing of the object case the N-features of the V-head on
VP play a part. Licensing of the object case takes place in the func-
tional category AgrOP created by the operation of projection. V
therefore moves to AgrO for V-feature licensing to form (7):

(7) [Agr V Agr]
The object-NP moves to Spec-AgrOP for the licensing of case features3

(Chomsky 1992: 11).
Object movement is not possible unless the V is moved to AgrO.

In particular, overt object movement is only possible with overt V
movement (Chomsky 1992: 25). In order to justify the overt/non-
overt object movement in BA, the strength of N-features on AgrO
has to be determined.

4.2 Noun movement in BA

4.2.1 The grammatical relation O
(i) NP as Object
In BA the S and the O have the same morphological form, which at
first glance makes them indistinguishable. Examples (8)-(11) refer:4

Noun ˜l;ya (´ijlân) (translation): tree
Noun proper an:l;ya (´ijlânâ´) (translation): the tree
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As Subject
(Dan 4:8) πqt]W an:l;ya hb…r] (8)
rebâh - ´ijlânâ´ - ûteqip
he grew large - the tree - and he grew strong
“The tree grew large and strong”.
As Object
(Dan 4:11) an:l;ya WDGO (9)
goddû - ´ijlânâ´
cut down - the tree
“Cut down the tree”.
In a genitive construction
(Dan 4:23) an:l;ya yD yh/vr]v; (10)
sâresowhij - dij - ´ijlânâ´
roots his - of - the tree
“...the roots of the tree...”.
As antecedent in a relative construction
(Dan 4:17) t;y“z"±j} yD an:l;ya (11)
´ijlânâ´ - dij - xazajetâ
the tree - which - you saw
“...the tree you saw...”.

There is no morphological difference between ´ijlânâ´ as S in (8) and
´ijlânâ´ as O in (9), nor can any difference as to the other syntactic
functions be detected (10)-(11). The object of NP in BA reveals no
overt case features, which leads to the conclusion that AgrO has weak
N-features in BA.

The object noun in BA (as is the case with S) has features associa-
ted with inflectional morphology. Number and gender are reflected
in examples (12)-(13):

(12)
Jl,m, (mêlêk) masculine singular transl: king
˜ykl]mæ (malkijn) masculine plural transl: kings

^ ^
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(13)
hn:ydm] (medijnâh) feminine singular transl: province
˜n:ydm] (medijnân) feminine plural transl: provinces.
It was suggested in chapter 3 that the V-features of AgrS in BA

are probably strong. This was deduced from the fact that the V re-
veals overt inflectional features congruent with those normally asso-
ciated with the inflectional morphology of the S. Compare the inflec-
tional features/morphology of the S and the V in sentence (8), ex-
plained in (14):

(14) V: inflectional features: hb;r] (rebâh) third person masculine
singular

N: inflection morphology: an:l;ya (´ijlânâ´) masculine singular.
For the S in BA the V reveals corresponding congruence characteris-
tics. However, it fails to show any congruence characteristics for the
O, but does have selection characteristics. In what way are these to
be distinguished?

Take (15) as an example of this distinction:
(Ezra 4:15) ˜n:dm]W ˜ykl]m' tqæz“n“h'm]W ay:r]q (15)
qirjâ´ - ûmehanzeqat - malkijn - ûmedinân
the city - and hurtful - kings - and provinces
“... the city, hurtful to kings and provinces”.

Morphology: tqæz]n]hæm]W (ûmehanzeqat) - Haktel Participle feminine sin-
gular of qzn (nzk).

It is obvious from scrutiny of (15) that congruence is completely
lacking between the overt inflectional features revealed by the V (fe-
minine, singular) and those associated with the inflectional morpho-
logy of the O. The V tqæz]n]hæm]W (ûmehanzeqat) merely selects an argu-
ment (O) as Theme, viz ˜n:dm]W (ûmedinân).

The lack of congruence between V and O probably causes AgrO
to have weak V-features in BA.5

5 Chomsky (1992) suggests that no distinction exists between the various types
of features to be found in the AgrO and AgrS positions. Agr features are obtain-
ed from a single pool and will not be identifiable as subject or object features.
Only the position of the Agr node indicates this. This proposal implies of ne-
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As far as the strong/weak distinction between features on AgrO is
concerned, the propositions may be summarised as follows (16):

cessity that if the V-features of AgrS are strong, the V-features of AgrO also
have to be strong. (Zwart (1996: 200) accepts this proposal as far as Dutch is
concerned.)
The proposal put forward by Chomsky (1992) cannot be accepted for BA and
provides a point of criticism against MP:

It is possible to prove morphologically in BA that the V-features of AgrO
are weak, as against strong V-features of AgrS.
Following the lexicalist hypothesis explained by Bennis (1995: 186) in terms of
which a V like werkte [(-t-) for past tense and (-e) for subject congruence] is ta-
ken from the lexicon along with all its morphological features, it may be ac-
cepted that the V-features of AgrO would be strong in the event of werkte also
having the overt inflectional features of the O.

The strong/weak distinction of AgrO’s V-features has not been adequately
set out in MP. 
Zwart (1996: 200), dealing with feature licensing by way of V movement, re-
marks as follows:
Chomsky (1993: 7) proposes that there is really only one Agr element and that
it is instanced twice, as AgrS and AgrO. This implies that if the V-features of
AgrS are strong, the V-features of AgrO must be strong too. In other words, the
movement of the V-features of the verb must proceed stepwise, via AgrO.
Should Zwart’s presupposition be accepted, the following issues arise:
(i) By necessary implication Zwart suggests that the V-features of AgrS and
AgrO lack any distinctive identity.
(ii) If it is accepted that the V-features of AgrS and AgrO lack distinctive iden-
tity, why then is it necessary to provide two separate positions in which the V
must control its features? Is it only for licensing with O in Spec-AgrO? The
principle of economy requires that the least possible effort should be required.
With the projection of a second (superfluous) head Agr position the principles
of economy are ignored.
(iii) Considering a language like BA, in respect of which it can be proved mor-
phologically that the V-features of AgrO are weak while those of AgrS are
strong, it becomes clear that a glaring discrepancy exists in Zwart’s presump-
tion. If the V-features of AgrO were weak, the V-features of AgrS should like-
wise be weak, and vice versa.
(iv) Zwart’s suggestion is rendered even more suspect by Chomsky’s assumption
that overt object movement will only be possible with overt V movement:
Should Zwart’s implication be accepted, it would mean that overt object move-
ment would be completely impossible if the V-features of AgrS were weak.
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(16)
AgrO - N-features = weak
AgrO - V-features = weak
The Participle in BA reveals the same strong/weak distinction be-

tween features on AgrO.
The weak V- and O-features revealed on AgrO imply that neither

V nor O may move overtly/prior to spell-out to AgrO and Spec-AgrO,
respectively, for the licensing or elimination of V- and N-features.
(ii) Pronominal suffix as Object

In the traditional expositions of BA a clear distinction is made be-
tween independent pronouns (21) and pronominal suffixes (17), also
called object suffixes.

(17) after consonantal terminations/after vowel terminations
1 singular yn æ (anij) yn (nij)
2 masculine singular J : (âk) J (k)
3 masculine singular H (eh) yh (hij)
3 feminine singular H æ (ah)
1 plural an: , (ênâ´) an: (nâ´)
2 masculine plural ˜/k ] (ekown)
Pronominal suffixes in BA are true clitics (Naudé 1990).
A pronominal clitic in BA6 is a pronoun added to a finite verb,

infinitive, noun or any other part of speech. Clitic is a grammatical
term used to indicate a form resembling a word, but incapable of in-
dependent existence because it is structurally dependent on an ad-
joining word in any construction. Consequently a clitic forms a mor-
phological part of the word to which it is added.

Borer (1984, 1986) suggests structure (18) as an example of the
cliticising of an NP to V:7

6 For a more comprehensive study of clitic constructions in BA, cf Naudé (1990).
7 Cf also Naudé (1990: 31-8) for a proposal on the cliticisation of NP to V in BA.
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(18)
VP

V NP
i

V cl
i

The pronominal clitic in BA acts as an enclitic (dependent on a prece-
ding word, for instance the affixing of pronominal suffixes to V’s).

The pronominal suffix joined to V in BA serves mainly as the O
selected by V. No congruence can be found between the overt inflec-
tional features of V and those normally associated with the inflection-
al morphology of the pronominal clitic.

Pronominal clitics added to V’s are selected by the V as direct (19)
or indirect (20) objects of sentences:

(Ezra 5:11) yhn:B] bræ lar;c]yl] Jl,m≤W (19)
ûmêlêk - lejishrâ´el - rab - benâhij
and king - of Israel - great - he built him
“...and a great king of Israel built him...”.
(Dan 2:5) Hrv]pW am…l]j, ynN"W[d]/ht] al… ˜h (20)
hen - lâ´ - tehowde`ûnnanij - xêlmâ´ - ûpisreh
if - not - you make known to me - the dream - and interpretation him
“If you do not make known to me the dream and its interpretation”.
The verb with a pronominal clitic as O reveals a V-O word order

in all BA sentences.
(iii) Independent pronoun as Object
Of all the independent pronouns as tabulated (21), only (˜)/Mh
(himmow(n)) feature as an O in BA:

(21)
person gender singular plural
1 hn:a} (´anâh) hn:j]næa} (´anaxnâh)
2 masculine hT]n]aæ (´anth) ˜WTn]aæ (´antûn)
3 masculine aWh (hû´) ˜WNa (´innûn)

(˜)/Mh (himmow(n))

^
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3 feminine ayh (hij´) ˜yNa (´innijn).
Furthermore (˜)/Mh (himmow(n)) only features in a mandatory/bind-

ing V-O construction (Cook 1986: 5). There is no O-V word order in
which (˜)/Mh (himmow(n)) features. Thus the pronoun (˜)/Mh (himmow(n))
is singled out to perform the function of an accusative, thereby filling
the position of the corresponding pronominal clitic, absent in BA.

In order to determine whether (˜)/Mh (himmow(n)) is actually a cli-
tic, it is necessary to compare the distribution and features of (˜)/Mh
(himmow(n)) with those of clitics as suggested by Borer (1984) in (22)
and (23):

(22) General characteristics of clitics
(a) clitics are among the cluers admitted in the proximity of V;
(b) clitics absorb the case features of the head in the clitic con-

struction;8 and
(c) a clitic and its complement NP have to coincide as far as f-fea-

tures are concerned and have to be co-indexed (in the case
of a clitic doubling construction).

(23) Particular characteristics of clitics
(a) clitics never reveal stress/are never stressed;
(b) clitics never feature in isolation, for instance a clitic can never

feature as an independent NP, and
(c) clitics may never occupy the first position in a sentence.
The mandatory V-O (˜)/Mh (himmow(n)) construction may be found

in instances where the V displays the Imperfect (24) or the Perfect
(25) class of conjugation:9

(Ezra 7:17) hj;+B]d“m'Al[æ /M+h brq;t]W (24)
ûteqâreb - himmow - `al - madbexâh
and you shall offer - them - upon - the altar
“...and you shall offer them upon the altar...”.

8 The case features of the lexical head are absorbed by the clitic and are no longer
transferable to the complement of a head.

9 No pronominal clitic in BA is added to a V belonging to the Participle class of
conjugation.
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(Ezra 5:12) rXæn<d]k'Wbn“ dy"B] /M+h bhæy] (25)
jehab - himmow - bejad - nebûkadnêtstsar
he gave - them - into hand - of Nebuchadnezzar
“He gave them into the hand of Nebuchadnezzar”.
In sentence (25) /Mh (himmow) displays the distribution and cha-

racteristics as in (26), comparable with the characteristics of clitics as
described in (22) and (23):

(26)
(a) /Mh (himmow) occurs after the V bhæy“ (jehab);
(b) the case features of the head bhæy ] (jehab) are absorbed by /Mh

(himmow);10

(c) /Mh (himmow) occurs in a mandatory V-O construction with bhæy]
(jehab); and

(d) /Mh (himmow) features in the second position in the sentence
(after bhæy] (jehab)).

In these terms /Mh (himmow(n)) is in all probability a clitic, orthogra-
phically represented as a separate entity because the process of cliti-
cisation has not been completed.

4.3 Summary of features of BA
In order to appreciate the progress of derivation in BA in terms of
MP, it is necessary to consider the distinction of weak/strong features
in T, AgrS and AgrO which may be presumed for BA. This can be
explained as follows (27)-(29):

10 The absorption of case in a clitic construction is depicted in rough-and-ready
fashion in (i) (Borer 1984: 36):
(i)

XP

[X + cl1]        NP1
[cl1 + X]

case absorption
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(27) Perfect/Imperfect/Participle
T - N-features = weak
T - V-features = strong
AgrO - N-features = weak
AgrO - V-features = weak

(28) Perfect/Imperfect
AgrS - N-features = weak
AgrS - V-features = strong

(29) Participle
AgrS - N-features = weak
AgrS - V-features = weak

Given the distinction of strong/weak features on Agr and T for BA,
the next step is to explain the derivation of word order in MP in order
to arrive at the derivation of word order in BA.

4.4 Derivation of word order in MP
In terms similar to the generation of AgrSP in preference to TP in
the functional domain for subject congruence, provision has been
made in MP for object congruence. Object congruence generates an
independent position above VP where features associated with the
inflectional morphology of O have to be licensed.

In order to license its V features on Agr and T, V will increase  to
AgrO, to T and finally to AgrS either prior to spell-out or on LF.

Chomsky (1992: 63) is rather vague in his exposition of the licen-
sing of V-features on AgrO as well as on the overt/non-overt V move-
ment to AgrO, to T and finally to AgrS. Neither does Bennis (1994:
183) supply a satisfactory solution to this question/obscurity:

The V-features on AgrO are weak in BA while T and AgrS reveal
strong V-features. The result is that the V-features on AgrO have to wait
until after spell-out on LF before licensing may take place, while the V-
features of T and AgrS have to be licensed on PF prior to spell-out. V
moves overtly to T and to AgrS on PF, but in LF would have had to
move back to AgrO in order to have its weak V-features licensed.
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Three possible considerations exist:
(i) V actually moves to AgrO before spell-out in order to license weak
V-features. V moves further in order to license the strong V-features
on T and AgrS (in case of the Perfect and Imperfect) and on T (in case
of the Participle). By dint of this overt movement it is ensured that
the derivation follows the shortest route.

Weak features are invisible on PF (Chomsky 1992: 43). The weak
features of AgrO in BA are not to be licensed prior to spell-out be-
cause that would constitute a transgression of the principle of pro-
crastination.

Where a feature is weak no visible movement is necessary (Bennis
1994: 183). It follows that weak features may well undergo visible
movement.
(ii) The second possible consideration implies that V movement fol-
lows a circuitous route, with V moving to T and to AgrS on PF prior
to spell-out in order to license its strong V-features and after spell-
out moving back to AgrO in order to license its weak V-features. In
this way the principle of taking the shortest route would be trans-
gressed.

(iii) The third alternative is a structural change. In this case it is sug-
gested that AgrOP is projected higher in the hierarchical structure
than AgrSP and TP (30):

(30)
AgrOP2

NP AgrOP1

AgrO AgrSP2

NP AgrSP1

AgrS TP1

T VP2

This means that V moves overtly to T and AgrS prior to spell-out
on PF in order to license or eliminate strong V-features, and then
moves to AgrO after spell-out in order to license the weak V-features.



The possibility of structural change is merely mentioned with a
view to further research. For the purposes of this study (i) is provi-
sionally accepted.

The extension of AgrOP in the functional domain may be por-
trayed as follows (31):

(31)
AgrSP2

(N-features) NP AgrSP1

(V-features) AgrS TP1

(Tense) T AgrOP2

(N-features) NP AgrOP1

(V-features) AgrO VP2

(Subject) NP VP1

(Verb) V NP (Object)

The proposed structure (31) will be used in order to show that V
movement can explain the word order of a transitive V in BA.

4.5 Derivation of word order in BA

4.5.1 The V-O word order
(i) Noun as Object
The following data support V-O word order in BA (32)-(36):

Transitive verb
V as Perfect active in various types of sentences
Simple sentences
(Ezra 5:16) aY:V'au bhæy] (32)
jehab - ´ussajjâh
he laid - the foundations
“He laid the foundations”.
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^^
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Complex sentences
(Dan 2:25) rb'G] tj'Kæv]h' (33)
haskaxat - gebar
I have found - man
“I have found a man”.
(Dan 5:3) ab;+h}dæ ynam; wyty“h' ˜ydæaB (34)
be´dajin - hajetijw - mâ´nej - dahabâ´
so - they brought in - goblets - of gold
“So they brought in the gold goblets”.
V as imperfect active in various types of sentences
Simple sentences
(Dan 6:9) ar;s;a‘ µyqàT] aK;+l]m' ˜[æK] (35)
ke`an - malkâ´ - teqijm - ´eesârâ´
so - the king - you put in writing - the decree
“So the king put the decree in writing”.
Complex sentences 
(Ezra 5:5) an:w:T]v]n ˜Wbyty“ ˜ydæa‘w< (36)
wê´eedajin - jetijbûn - nistewânâ´
and until - they brought back - the letter 
“...and until they brought back the letter...”.
The syntactic derivation of sentence (32), representing (32)-(36),

starts with a selection of substantive heads — the V jehab and the NP
´ussajjâh, each fully inflected, with its own morphological features
(case, tense, and congruence) already added. jehab, as a transitive V,
requires two arguments; one can be accorded the thematic role of
Theme and the other that of Agent.

The progress of the derivation may be set out as follows: The ope-
ration of projection creates a VP with a vacant position (e) which can
be filled by an argument receiving the Theme role; the VP and the
NP are independent (37):

^

^

^^
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(37)
VP NP

jehab e ´ussajjâh

The operation of merging places the NP ´ussajjâh in the vacant
VP-position (38):

(38)
VP

jehab NP

´ussajjâh

The operation of projection creates a new VP with a vacant posi-
tion for an agent receiving the Agent role (39):

(39)
VP2

pro VP1

jehab ´ussajjâh

jehab is an NS form requiring no overt subject capable of receiving
the Agent role. jehab’s overt inflectional features are strong enough to
inherently indicate the Agent, viz 3rd person masculine singular.
The vacant VP2 position is filled by pro (as indicated in chapter 3).
The V jehab constitutes the heading of VP and the NP ´ussajjâh the
complement of VP.

The morphological features of jehab and ´ussajjâh in (39) have to
be licensed. At least three functional heads, viz AgrO, T and AgrS,
are selected, projected and merged with VP2 to constitute a single
structure (40):

^

^^

^^

^^

^

^

^̂

^
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(40)
AgrSP2

NP AgrSP1

AgrS TP1

T AgrOP2

NP AgrOP1

AgrO VP2

pro VP1

jehab ´ussajjâh

The strong/weak distinction may now be illustrated in terms of
the example contained in sentence (32) and structure (40). Structure
(40) contains three functional categories: AgrS, T and AgrO, each of
which is made up of N- and V-features. Structure (40) also contains
two substantive categories (the V jehab and the NP ´ussajjâh) which
have to be licensed in the course of the derivation for interpretation
on PF and LF. Licensing means that these categories are moved to po-
sitions where their morphological features can be licensed. Whether
these movements precede or follow spell-out depends on the strength
of AgrO and T’s morphological features.

The V-features of the functional categories T and AgrS are strong
in BA. Even though the V-features of AgrO are weak, V first moves
overtly to AgrO in order to license weak features prior to spell-out,
thereby ensuring that the most economical route is followed. V
moves then to T and AgrS in order to license its strong V-features.

The effect of the three overt processings is reflected in structure
(41):

^̂

^̂
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(41)
AgrSP2

NP AgrSP1

jehab
i

TP1

t
i

AgrOP2

NP AgrOP1

t
i

VP2

pro VP1

t
i

´ussajjâh

As opposed to this, the N-features of T and AgrO are weak in BA.
Consequently in terms of the principle of procrastination the move-
ment can only take place after spell-out. No overt NP movement
takes place in structure (41) and the NP (O) remains in situ.11 The
movement in structure (41) reveals inference (C): that V-O is the
unmarked word order.

^̂

11 The O ´ussajjâh moves covertly from its position in the lexical domain to the
Spec-AgrO position in the LF component merely to license its N-features.
Likewise pro moves covertly to Spec-AgrS for weak N-feature licensing. The
NP movement is reflected in structure (i) as covert processing:
(i)

AgrSP2

pro
n

AgrSP1

AgrS       TP1

T       AgrOP2

´ussajjâh
j

AgrOP1

AgrO       VP2

t
n

VP1

jehab t
j

^

^̂

^
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(ii) The independent pronoun as Object
The following data support a V-O word order in BA where O is the
independent pronoun (˜)/Mh (himmow(n)) (42)-(44):

V as Perfect active in various types of sentences
Simple sentences
(Ezra 5:12) rXæn<d]k'Wbn“ dy"B] /Mh bhæy“ (42)
jehab - himmow - bejad - nebûkadnêtstsar
he gave - them - in hand - Nebuchadnezzar
“He gave them into the hand of Nebuchadnezzar”.
Complex sentences
(Ezra 5:14) lbb; yD al…k]yhl] /M+h lbyhw“ (43)
wehejbel - himmow - lehejkelâ´ - dij - bâbel
and he brought - them - into the temple - of - Babel
“and he brought them into the temple of Babel”.
V as Imperfect active in various types of sentences
Complex sentences
(Ezra 7:17) hj;+B]d]m'Al[æ /Mh brq;t]W (44)
ûteqâreb - himmow - `al - madbexâh
and you shall offer - them - upon - the altar
“and you shall offer them upon the altar”.
It has been suggested that the independent pronoun (˜)/Mh

(himmow(n)) should in all probability be regarded as a clitic in BA
(4.3.1 (iii)). It is, therefore, structurally dependent on an adjoining
word and occurs as an enclitic to the V. In syntactic derivation it will
be treated as a clitic to the V.

The syntactic derivation of sentence (42), representing (42)-(44),
starts with the selection of the substantive item: the V jehab with the
clitic himmow, completely inflected, with the relevant morphological
features (case, tense, and congruence) already added. A clitic is not an
independent syntactic unit, and is consequently incapable of separate
projection.
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The clitic himmow absorbs the case features of the lexical head
jehab as a transitive V. In fact the complement position is not com-
pletely vacant because it is co-indexed. Jaeggli (1986: 29) suggests
that the complement position is actually pro

i
and for the purposes of

this study this suggestion is accepted for BA.
The structure (45), following Borer (1984: 35), is projected for a

clitic construction in BA as follows:12

(45)
VP1 VP1

V pro
i

V pro
i

V cl
i

jehab himmow
i

The operation of projection creates a new VP with a vacant posi-
tion for an argument which is to receive the Agent role (46):

(46)
VP2

pro VP1

V pro
i

jehab himmow
i

The V jehab is an NS form requiring no overt subject to receive
the role of Agent. jehab ’s overt inflectional features are strong enough
to inherently indicate the Agent, viz 3rd person masculine singular.
The vacant VP2 position is therefore filled by pro. The V jehab in
construction with himmow constitutes the head VP.

The morphological features of jehab himmow in (46) have to be li-
censed. At least three functional heads, viz AgrO, T and AgrS, are se-
lected, projected, and merged with VP2 in order to constitute a
single structure (47):

12 Zwart (1993: 133-48) offers an alternative to clitic constructions. He sees
clitics as functional units to be fitted directly into the functional domain, which
means that himmow would be placed directly into Spec-AgrO. By necessary
implication this should be done with all functional categories, eg pronouns. If,
for instance, a Participle + pronoun (as S) occurred in BA, the word order would
be problematic, as the only available position would be Spec-AgrS.
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(47)
AgrSP2

NP AgrSP1

AgrS TP1

T AgrOP2

NP AgrOP1

AgrO VP2

pro VP1

V pro
i

jehab himmow
i

The strong/weak distinction can best be illustrated in terms of
example (42) and structure (47). Structure (47) contains three func-
tional categories, AgrS, T and AgrO, each of which comprises N- and
V-features. Structure (47) also contains a substantive category (the V
jehab himmow) which has to be licensed for interpretation by PF and
LF in the course of the derivation.

The V-features of AgrO are weak, but move overtly to AgrO un-
derway to T and AgrS after spell-out. This movement is unavoidable
in order to find the most economic route.

The V-feature of the functional category T in BA is strong, which
causes the head jehab himmow to make a further overt move to T in
order to license its features. jehab himmow therefore moves to T prior
to spell-out in an instance of head-to-head movement. The V-features
of the functional category AgrS are likewise strong in BA and render
mandatory its further overt movement to AgrS in order to be licen-
sed.

The end-result of these three overt processings is reproduced in
structure (48):
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(48)
AgrSP2

NP AgrSP1

jehab himmow
i

TP1

t
i

AgrOP2

NP AgrOP1

t
i

VP2

pro VP1

V pro
i

t
i

This overt V movement results in a V-O word order, justifiable
within the parameters of the economic principles dictated by Chom-
sky (1992).
(iii) Pronominal suffix as Object
The syntactic derivation of the pronominal clitic as object in BA
(49)-(51) follows the same derivation as that assumed by the inde-
pendent pronoun (˜)/Mh (himmow(n)) in (45)-(48):

V as Perfect active in various types of sentences
Simple sentences
(Dan 3:1) Hmyqa} (49)
´aqijmeh
he set up him
“...he set it up...”.
Complex sentences
(Dan 2:48) Hf+l]v]hæw{“ (50)
wehasletheh
and he made ruler him
“...and he made him ruler...”.

^
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V as Imperfect active in various types of sentences
Complex sentences
(Dan 7:23) HNæqdt]æW“ (51)
wetaddeqinnah
and he crushing him
“...and he crushing it...”.
In all instances where the grammatical relations V and O occur in

combination (without an overt S) with a transitive V, the inference
(C) is: in BA, V-O is the unmarked word order.

4.5.2 The O-V word order
Once inference (C) has been accepted, the O-V word order in BA has
to be marked or unusual. How does one arrive at this conclusion?

The V-features of T and AgrS in BA are strong and consequently
overt V movement from T to the head AgrSP takes place in the PF
component. It has been pointed out that the N-features of T and
AgrO in BA are weak, with the result that covert NP movement in
the LF component from Spec-VP to Spec-AgrO takes place only in
order to license its N-features, resulting in the V-O word order. In
the O-V word order, O generates a position to the left of V. The N-
features of AgrO in BA are weak and consequently no overt NP
movement takes place from Spec-VP to Spec-AgrO. It is clear that
overt NP movement had to take place to achieve the O-V word order.
What overt NP movement is in evidence here?

It was suggested in chapter 3 as a consequence of proposals made
by Borer (1995), Koopman & Sportiche (1991) and Naudé (1993)
that Spec-TopP occupies a topic position in MP. The Spec-TopP po-
sition, available as a topic position, occurs in languages with un-
marked V-S-O word order, the reason being that V moves to heading
AgrS for the licensing of strong V-features, while S remains in situ in
its base-generated Spec-VP. The marked S-V-O word order in a V-S-
O language is justifiable once it is assumed that the overt S move-
ment prior to spell-out is a matter of necessity (in order to license a
topic feature). The S assumes the character of a topic reflecting strong
(subject)-topic N-features. The strong features have to be licensed
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prior to spell-out and the position thus achieved is Spec-TopP, which
allows topics to join each other.

In the syntactic derivation of the O-V word order, the operation
of projection creates not only AgrOP for object congruence, TP for
case licensing and AgrSP for subject congruence, but also TopP for
the licensing of strong topic N-features.13 V will move overtly to
AgrO for weak V-feature licensing prior to spell-out on PF and then
to T and to AgrS for strong V-feature licensing.

Spec-TopP2, available as a topic position, has strong N-features
which have to be licensed even if the N-features on AgrOP are weak.
The O underway to Spec-TopP2 moves overtly prior to spell-out via
Spec-AgrO to Spec-TopP2 in order to license strong N-features.
These overt movements allow the derivation to follow as few steps as
possible to bring about convergence.

According to Chomsky (1992: 45) overt NP movement was ini-
tiated by morphological necessity: certain features have to be licen-
sed in the control domain, otherwise the derivation may crash.

The abovementioned derivation supports inference (D): In BA,
O-V is a marked word order, and O occurs in a topic position.

The following data support O-V word order in BA (52)-(54):
V as Perfect active in various types of sentences
Simple sentences
(Dan 7:1) bt'+k] am…l]j, ˜yd"aB (52)
be´dajin - xêlmâ´ - ketab
then - the dream - he wrote down
“Then he wrote down the dream”.

13 It may seem that the principle of procrastination is transgressed by the opera-
tion of projection, in that an overt S for subject congruence is absent. It was put
forward in chapter 3 that the argument occupying the Agent role is present,
but actually in the overt inflectional features of the V. Granted that the S is an
empty NP, this category is indicated as pro and licensed in a Spec head relation
for strong AgrS. The complaint that the principle of procrastination has been
transgressed is therefore untenable.
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Complex sentences
(Ezra 5:12) lb≤b;l] ylg“hæ hM…['w“ (53)
we`ammâh - haglij - lebâbêl
and the people - he carried away - to Babel
“...and he carried away the people to Babel...”.
V as Imperfect active in various types of sentences
Complex sentences
(Ezra 4:12) Wfyjy" aY:V'auw“ (54)
we´ussajjâ´ - jaxijthû
and the foundations - they repairing
“...and they, repairing the foundations...”.
The syntactic derivation of sentence (52), representing (52)-(54),

starts with the selection of substantive heads: the V ketab and the NP
xêlmâ´, each is fully inflected with its particular morphological fea-
tures (case, tense, and congruence) already added. ketab, as a transitive
V, requires two arguments: one to which the thematic role of Theme
may be accorded and another to receive the thematic role of Agent.

The progress of the derivation may be depicted as follows:
The operation of projection creates a VP with a vacant position (e)

to be occupied by an argument receiving the Theme role; the VP and
the NP are independent (55):

(55)
VP NP

ketab e xêlmâ´

The operation of merging places the NP xêlmâ´ in the vacant VP
position (56):

(56)
VP

ketab NP

xêlmâ´

^̂
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The operation of projection creates a new VP with a vacant posi-
tion for an argument to receive the Agent role (57):

(57)
VP2

pro VP1

ketab xêlmâ´

ketab is an NS form requiring no overt S capable of receiving the role
of Agent. The overt inflectional features are strong enough to indicate
the Agent inherently, viz 3rd person masculine singular. Consequent-
ly the empty VP2 position is occupied by pro. The V ketab constitutes
the head VP with the NP xêlmâ´ as the complement of VP.

A feature [+ topic] is added to xêlmâ´ and a functional head Top
is selected.

The morphological features of ketab and xêlmâ´ in (57) have to be
licensed. At least four functional heads, viz AgrO, T, AgrS and Top,
are selected, projected and merged with VP to constitute a single
structure (58):

(58)
TopP2

xêlmâ´
j

TopP1

Top AgrSP2

NP AgrSP1

ketab
i

TP1

t
i

AgrOP2

t
j

AgrOP1

t
i

VP2

pro VP1

t
i

t
j



The V ketab moves overtly to AgrO, T and AgrS prior to spell-out
in order to license strong V-features on T and AgrS. An overt NP
movement of the O xêlmâ´ takes place first to Spec-AgrO and subse-
quently to Spec-TopP. In both cases the movement is inevitable.

The overt movements in structure (58) result in the O-V word
order being revealed as superficial.

The V-O and O-V word order in BA are explicable in terms of the
movement in BA dictated by the strong/weak distinction of V- and
N-features on T, AgrS and AgrO.

4.6 Conclusions
• The strong/weak distinctions of N- and V-features on AgrO in

BA may be summarised as follows (59):
(59) Perfect/Imperfect/Participle
AgrO - N-features = weak
AgrO - V-features = weak

• In all instances where the grammatical relations V and O
(without any overt S) occur in combination with a transitive V,
the inference (C) is: in BA, V-O is the unmarked word order.

Despite the weakness of AgrO’s V-features, it has been suggested
that V moves overtly to AgrO, to T and finally to AgrS in order to li-
cense strong V-features on T and AgrS before spell-out. The overt
movement to AgrO requires that the shortest possible route be follow-
ed. The N-features of AgrO are weak and the object remains in situ.
• In all instances where the grammatical relations V and O

(without an overt S) occur in combination with a transitive verb,
the inference (D) is: in BA, O-V is the marked word order.

V moves overtly to AgrO, to T and finally to AgrS in order to
license strong V-features on T and AgrS prior to spell-out. A feature
[+ topic] is added to the O. An overt NP movement takes place, to
the topic position in Spec-Top, in order to license and eliminate
strong topic features prior to spell-out.
• It has been suggested in this study that the independent pronoun

(˜)/Mh (himmow(n)) was in all probability regarded as a clitic in BA.
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The structure for clitic constructions in BA may be depicted as
follows (60):

(60)
VP1

V pro
i

V cl
i

• Chomsky (1992) presumed that no difference is perceptible be-
tween the various kinds of features to be found in AgrO and AgrS
positions. The Agr features are obtained from the same pool and
will not be identifiable as either subject or object. It is only by de-
termining the position involved that one may identify Agr fea-
tures. This proposal implies of necessity that if the V-features of
AgrS are strong, those of AgrO will also be strong.

For BA, this proposal of Chomsky’s (1992) does not hold and pro-
vides a point of criticism of MP, since it is possible to prove morpho-
logically that the V-features of AgrO are weak while the V-features
of AgrS are strong.


